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Abstract: The concept of Industry 4.0 was first proposed by the German government in 2011. As the Internet of Things (IoT) becomes more prevalent and big data analysis technology becomes more mature, it is beneficial for the manufacturing industry to integrate and apply the related technologies to pursue the goal of smart manufacturing. Taiwan’s machine tool industry and downstream machine-tool purchasers, who are scattered around the world, have formed a machine-tool industry chain. To help the machine-tool industry and the suppliers of important components boost their process capabilities, ensure the final product quality of machine tools and improve the process capabilities of the entire industry chain, this study used radar charts to present the statistical testing information of the process capabilities of all quality characteristics, so that managers could have more complete information when evaluating and selecting appropriate suppliers. As noted in many studies, improving product quality and availability can reduce not only the rate of reworking and scrappage during production but also the frequency of maintenance or replacement of components after purchase. As a result, the loss of costs caused by reworking, scrappage, and maintenance can be diminished, carbon emissions can be lowered, and environmental pollution can be reduced as well, which will help to achieve sustainable operation in the entire machine tool industry chain.
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1. Introduction

According to many studies, Industry 4.0 was proposed by the German government in 2011, aiming to link information, communication technologies, and digital manufacturing technologies to promote a fully networked production environment for smart manufacturing [1–3]. In addition, the machine-tool industry is a cornerstone of the manufacturing industry. Various machine tools are utilized to process important components for various types of manufacturing equipment. Thus, the machine tool plays a critical role in the development of the entire machinery industry. The Gardner world machine tool survey indicated that Taiwan was the world’s seventh-largest machine tool producer and the fourth-largest machine tool exporter in 2020. Chen et al. [4] and Lin et al. [5] postulated that in order to meet market demand and enhance industrial competitiveness, the quality of machine tools needs to be enhanced to reduce the impact of the international market. The process quality level of all components also needs to be improved, so as to increase the overall product quality level and the availability of better machine tools [6–10]. In addition, in the face of the climate change crisis, numerous studies have addressed issues related to implementing...
the circular economy and achieving sustainable production [11–16]. Studies have indicated that Industry 4.0 and quality are key factors in the machinery industry [17–19]; in the face of global warming, these factors will promote the circular economy and achieve sustainable production [20–25]. Improving process quality can decrease the ratios of reworking and scrappage during the process of production, as well as reduce the frequency of maintenance or replacement after purchase. Consequently, not only does this lessen the cost of rework, scrap, and maintenance, as well as the harm caused by environmental pollution, but it also contributes to the sustainability of enterprises and that of the environment [26–30].

In fact, a machine tool is assembled from hundreds or sometimes even thousands of components. The quality level of each component must meet the required quality level so that the quality or function of the final product of the machine tool can be ensured [23,31,32]. Thus, carefully selecting suppliers is apparently an important issue. According to the research of Weber et al. [33], quality, delivery time, and price are the three critical factors for supplier selection. Many studies apply process capability indices to supplier selection. For example, Chen and Chen [34] used process capability index ratios as the basis for selecting suppliers; Lin et al. [32] adopted the probability density function for the estimator ratios of process yield indicators, to perform a two-stage one-tailed hypothesis test for supplier selection. C.W. Wu et al. [9] and Y. Wu et al. [10] established a fuzzy selection model for evaluating suppliers with different process capability indices. Chen et al. [25] developed a fuzzy green supplier selection model using the Six Sigma quality indices. The abovementioned studies are all based on the quality of a single quality characteristic used to select suppliers. Nevertheless, according to numerous studies, each component usually has multiple quality characteristics. The quality of production in each quality characteristic must meet the manufacturing requirements, to ensure that the production of the components meets the required standard [29,31,32]. Therefore, this paper will propose a quality-based supplier selection model for products with multiple quality characteristics.

Some studies have pointed out that when selecting suppliers, calculating point estimates of indices directly from the sample data is a fairly convenient and easy-to-use technique in practice, but its disadvantage is that misjudgments will be caused by sampling error [35]. Therefore, some researchers have advocated that suppliers can be selected through the statistical testing method of indices to improve the punctiliousness of the selection [9,10,25,29,32,34]. In fact, performing statistical testing through the upper confidence limits of the indices ensures the reduction of producer risk [36–38]. Additionally, some studies have indicated that all the quality characteristics of the product must meet the requirements of the quality level so that the high standard of the final product can be guaranteed [39,40]. Many studies in the literature have stated that the radar chart is a visual evaluation tool [41–43]; therefore, this paper uses many radar lines as a process quality evaluation tool to assess a particular supplier’s product with multiple quality characteristics. This evaluation tool allows machine-tool manufacturers and suppliers to control the in-process quality of each quality characteristic at the same time, to ensure the quality of the final product. Meanwhile, machine tool manufacturers and their suppliers will form partnerships and grow strong together [29,44]. According to the abovementioned theory and to facilitate its application in the industry, this paper will use the upper confidence limit of the index to deduce the minimum required value ($M_V$) as the evaluation standard, which not only employs a practical and easy-to-use point estimate of the index but can also reduce the risk of misjudgment caused by sampling error. Professional data analysis of the machine tool industry can assist the machining manufacturers (customers) who purchase the machine tools in the evaluation and analysis of process capability. Aiming at improving the quality characteristics affected by insufficient process precision or accuracy, process improvement is carried out to find the best machine parameter settings, formulate a more suitable system for machine repairs and maintenance, and diminish the environmental pollution and energy loss caused by scrapping and rework. Furthermore, the improvement of customers’ product process capabilities can help them increase not only their product value but also their industrial competitiveness [29,30,45,46].
In addition, according to numerous published studies, a product or a component usually contains multiple quality characteristics, including ‘smaller the better’ (STB), ‘larger the better’ (LTB), and ‘nominally the best’ (NTB), all at the same time. Each quality characteristic needs to meet the required quality level, so that the high standard of the final product can be guaranteed [47–49]. It is a convenient way for the machine tool industry to grasp the process capabilities of all the quality characteristics of the products purchased from the suppliers that can meet the required quality level. However, it is difficult to see the whole picture of the product if we examine whether all the quality characteristics meet the required standard of quality from the statistical testing results of their process capabilities. Many studies have suggested that the radar chart is a visualized two-dimensional diagram, a practical graphical tool for analysis and management [41–43]. Accordingly, this study uses radar charts to present the statistical testing information of the process capabilities for all quality characteristics, so that managers can have more complete information when evaluating and selecting the appropriate suppliers.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2, this study proposes a 6-Sigma quality index, which evaluates all quality characteristics for a product; meanwhile, according to the definition of the 6-Sigma quality level, the relational expression for the required value of the product quality level and that of the individual quality characteristic is derived. In Section 3, the mathematical programming method is adopted, to deduce the upper confidence limit for the 6-Sigma quality index. The minimum required value (\( M_V \)) of the index estimator is also deduced by means of the upper confidence limit and the required value of the quality level. Then, based on the minimum required value (\( M_V \)) and the point estimate of each evaluation index, a product quality radar evaluation chart is established, and evaluation rules are established at the same time. Subsequently, we establish the radar quality evaluation chart and supplier evaluation and selection rules, as well as explain the method for products with multiple quality characteristics in Section 4. In Section 5, a discussion of our findings is offered. Finally, our conclusions and the study’s limitations are presented in Section 6.

2. Research Methodology

This section contains two parts. In the first part, the required value for the quality level of the quality characteristic \( h \) is determined based on Boole’s inequality and DeMorgan’s laws. In the second part, the minimum value \( M_V \) of quality characteristic \( h \) is established, and the supplier selection rules are established by a radar quality evaluation chart. The estimated value of the index is the most basic and commonly used statistic regarding the manufacturing site. Directly comparing the estimated value of the index with the minimum value \( M_V \), to judge whether the quality level meets the requirements is more in line with practical use. In addition, the radar quality evaluation chart allows machine tool manufacturers and suppliers to grasp the standard of all quality characteristics at the same time, so that they can make improvements in their manufacturing processes to address those characteristics with poor quality levels. The research method of this paper was proposed based on this consideration. Figure 1 displays the flow chart of the methodology process and the mathematical approach adopted in this paper.

2.1. Determination of the Required Value of Quality Level for Quality Characteristic \( h \)

As noted above, usually, a product or component has several quality characteristics. If we suppose that a product or component has a total of \( a \) quality characteristics, including \( a_1 \) unilateral specification quality characteristics and \( a_2 \) bilateral specification quality characteristics, then \( a = a_1 + a_2 \). Under the conditions of a normal process, we suppose that the process of quality characteristic \( h \) is \( X_h \sim N(\mu_h, \sigma_h^2) \), where \( \mu_h \) is the process mean and \( \sigma_h \) is the process standard deviation. As noted by Chang et al. [50], if \( X_h \) is of the smaller-the-better (STB) type, then \( 0 < X_h \leq USL_h \), the target is zero, and \( d_h = USL_h - 0 = USL_h \). Similarly, if \( X_h \) is of the larger-the-better (LTB) type, then \( LSL_h \leq X_h \), the target is \( 2LSL_h \), and \( d_h = 2LSL_h - LSL_h = LSL_h \). Moreover, if \( X_h \) is of the nominally-the-best (NTB) type, then...
According to Chen et al. [4]:

\[ Y_h = \frac{X_h - T_h}{d_h}. \]  
(1)

\[ Q_{ph} = \begin{cases} 
1-\frac{\delta_h}{\gamma_h} + 1.5, & \text{for STB} \\
1+\frac{\delta_h}{\gamma_h} + 1.5, & \text{for LTB} \\
\min \left( 1-\frac{\delta_h}{\gamma_h} + 1.5, 1+\frac{\delta_h}{\gamma_h} + 1.5 \right), & \text{for NTB} 
\end{cases} \]  
(2)

where \( \delta_h = (\mu_h - T_h)/d_h \) and \( \gamma_h = \sigma_h/d_h \), \( h = 1,2, \cdots, n \). As noted by Chen et al. [4], the process reaches \( k\sigma \) quality level if \( |\delta_h| \leq 1.5\gamma_h \) and \( \gamma_h = 1/k \); then, the value of the index is at least equal to \( k \). Let event \( E_h \) be the event representing the situation where the quality of the quality characteristic is qualified, and its complementary set \( E_h^c \) be the event representing the situation where the quality of the quality characteristic is unqualified; then, the yield of quality characteristic \( h \) is \( p_h, p(E_h) \geq p_h = 2\Phi \left( Q_{ph} - 1.5 \right) - 1 \), and \( p(E_h^c) \leq q_h = 2 - 2\Phi \left( Q_{ph} - 1.5 \right) \), where \( \Phi(\cdot) \) is the cumulative function of the standard normal distribution. Only when the process quality for each quality characteristic meets the quality level required by customers can the resulting products be considered fit for purpose. Thus, \( E_T = \cap E_h \). Based on Boole’s inequality and DeMorgan’s law, we have:

\[ p(E_T) = p(\cap E_h) \geq 1 - p(\cup E_h^c) = 1 - 2\sum_{h=1}^{n} \left[ 1 - \Phi \left( Q_{ph} - 1.5 \right) \right]. \]  
(3)

Many studies have claimed that if the required product quality level is \( k\sigma \), then the quality level of each quality characteristic must be higher than \( k\sigma \). In other words, when
the quality level of each quality characteristic reaches \( k' \sigma (Q_{ph} = k') \), then \( k' \) must be larger than or equal to \( k \) (\( k' \geq k \)), so that the product quality level will have the chance to reach \( k \sigma \) [29,30]. As noted above, if the process reaches the \( k \sigma \) quality level (\( |\delta_h| \leq 1.5\sigma_h \) and \( \gamma_h = 1/k \)), then:

\[
p(E_T) \geq p(k) = \Phi(k - 1.5) + \Phi(k + 1.5) - 1.
\]

Based on Equations (3) and (4), we have:

\[
\Phi(k - 1.5) + \Phi(k + 1.5) - 1 = 1 - 2\alpha[1 - \Phi(k' - 1.5)].
\]

Equivalently,

\[
k' = \Phi^{-1}\left(1 - \frac{2 - \Phi(k - 1.5) - \Phi(k + 1.5)}{2\alpha}\right) + 1.5.
\]

For example, we assume that a product has 5 quality characteristics in total. If the quality level of the product is required to reach 6 Sigma, then we can follow Equation (6) to calculate that the quality level of each important quality characteristic must reach 6.467 Sigma, in order to ensure that the product reaches the quality level target of 6 Sigma.

2.2. Establishing Supplier Selection Rules, Based on \( M_V \) and the Radar Quality Evaluation Chart

As far as Taiwan’s machine tool industry chain is concerned, machine tool manufacturers will start to manufacture a product after receiving orders, and a high proportion of components will be outsourced or purchased from suppliers [51]. In order not to lose manufacturers will start to manufacture a product after receiving orders, and a high proportion of components will be outsourced or purchased from suppliers [51]. In order not to lose that product has 5 quality characteristics in total. If the quality level of the product is required to reach 6 Sigma, then we can follow Equation (6) to calculate that the quality level of each important quality characteristic must reach 6.467 Sigma, in order to ensure that the product reaches the quality level target of 6 Sigma.

2.2. Establishing Supplier Selection Rules, Based on \( M_V \) and the Radar Quality Evaluation Chart

As far as Taiwan’s machine tool industry chain is concerned, machine tool manufacturers will start to manufacture a product after receiving orders, and a high proportion of components will be outsourced or purchased from suppliers [51]. In order not to lose generality, this study assumes that there are \( s \) suppliers of a component to be selected, and there is a total of \( q \) quality characteristics for the component as described above. Let random variable \( Y_{m,h} \) denote the process of quality characteristic \( h \) for supplier \( m \), where \( m = 1, 2, \ldots, s \). Thus, under normal conditions, the random variable \( Y_{m,h} \) is distributed as \( N(\delta_{mh}, \gamma_{mh}^2) \). Let \( \{Y_{m,h,1}, \ldots, Y_{m,h,j}, \ldots, Y_{m,h,n}\} \) be a set of sample data of the quality characteristic \( h \) for the supplier \( m \) with a sample size of \( n \). Then, the maximum likelihood estimations (MLEs) of \( \delta_{mh} \) and \( \gamma_{mh} \) are expressed, respectively, as follows:

\[
\delta_{mh}^* = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} Y_{m,h,j}
\]

and

\[
\gamma_{mh}^* = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (Y_{m,h,j} - \delta_{mh}^*)^2}.
\]

Thus, the estimators of the 6-Sigma quality indices of the quality characteristic \( h \) for supplier \( m \) are presented below:

\[
Q_{pmh}^* = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{\delta_{mh}^*}{\gamma_{mh}^2} + 1.5 & \text{for STB} \cr 
\frac{1 + \delta_{mh}^*}{\gamma_{mh}^2} + 1.5 & \text{for LTB} \cr 
\min\left(1 - \frac{\delta_{mh}^*}{\gamma_{mh}^2}, 1 + \frac{\delta_{mh}^*}{\gamma_{mh}^2}, 1.5\right) & \text{for NTB}
\end{cases}
\]

Where the random variables are \( T = \sqrt{n}(\delta_{mh}^* - \delta_{mh})/\gamma_{mh}^* \) and \( K = n(\gamma_{mh}^*)^2/\gamma_{mh}^2 \), then \( T \) and \( K \) are distributed as \( t_{n-1} \) and \( \chi_{n-1}^2 \), respectively. Thus:

\[
p\{t_{\alpha/4,n-1} \leq T \leq t_{1-\alpha/4,n-1}\} = 1 - \alpha/2
\]

and

\[
p\{\chi_{\alpha/4,n-1}^2 \leq K \leq \chi_{1-\alpha/4,n-1}^2\} = 1 - \alpha/2.
\]
Equivalently,

\[
p\left\{ \delta^*_{mh} - \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh} \leq \delta_{mh} \leq \delta^*_{mh} + \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh} \right\} = 1 - \alpha/2 \tag{12}\]

and

\[
p\left\{ \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}}} \gamma^*_{mh} \leq \gamma_{mh} \leq \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}}} \gamma^*_{mh} \right\} = 1 - \alpha/2, \tag{13}\]

where \(t_{\alpha/4, n-1}\) is the upper \(\alpha/4\) quantile of \(t_{n-1}\), and \(\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}\) is the lower \(\alpha/4\) quantile of \(\chi^2_{n-1}\).

To derive the \((1 - \alpha) \times 100\) lower confidence limits of index \(Q_{p, mh}\), this study defines event \(A_{mh}\) and event \(B_{mh}\) as follows:

\[
A_{mh} = \left\{ \delta^*_{mh} - \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh} \leq \delta_{mh} \leq \delta^*_{mh} + \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh} \right\} \tag{14}\]

and

\[
B_{mh} = \left\{ \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}}} \gamma^*_{mh} \leq \gamma_{mh} \leq \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}}} \gamma^*_{mh} \right\} \tag{15}\]

Then, \(p(A_{mh}) = 1 - \alpha/2\) and \(p(B_{mh}) = 1 - \alpha/2\). Obviously, \(p(A_{mh}^C) = p(B_{mh}^C) = \alpha/2\); based on Boole’s inequality and DeMorgan’s theorem, we have:

\[
B_{mh}p(A_{mh} \cap B_{mh}) \geq 1 - p(A_{mh}^C) - p(B_{mh}^C) = 1 - \alpha. \tag{16}\]

Equivalently,

\[
p\left\{ \delta^*_{mh} - \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh} \leq \delta_{mh} \leq \delta^*_{mh} + \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh} \right\} \leq \gamma_{mh} \leq \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}}} \gamma^*_{mh} \right\} = 1 - \alpha. \tag{17}\]

Let \(\{y_{m,h,1}, \ldots, y_{m,h,j}, \ldots, y_{m,h,n}\}\) be the observed value of \(\{Y_{m,h,1}, \ldots, Y_{m,h,j}, \ldots, Y_{m,h,n}\}\), where the observed values of \(\delta^*_{mh}\) and \(\gamma^*_{mh}\) are expressed, respectively, as follows:

\[
\delta^*_{mh0} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_{m,h,j} \tag{18}\]

and

\[
\gamma^*_{mh0} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (y_{mh,j} - \delta^*_{mh0})^2}. \tag{19}\]

Thus, the confidence region CR can be denoted as:

\[
CR = \left\{ \delta^*_{mh0} - \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh0} \leq \delta_{mh0} \leq \delta^*_{mh0} + \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh0} \leq \gamma_{mh0} \leq \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}}} \gamma^*_{mh0} \right\}. \tag{20}\]

Obviously, this confidence region is a rectangle, and the coordinates of the four corners can be displayed as follows:

Upper left corner : \((\delta_{mhL}, \gamma_{mhL}) = \left( \delta^*_{mh0} - \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh0}, \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}}} \gamma^*_{mh0} \right)\) \tag{21}

Upper right corner : \((\delta_{mhR}, \gamma_{mhR}) = \left( \delta^*_{mh0} + \frac{t_{\alpha/4, n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma^*_{mh0}, \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi^2_{1-\alpha/4, n-1}}} \gamma^*_{mh0} \right)\) \tag{22}
Lower left corner: \((\delta_{mhL}, \gamma_{mhD}) = \left( \delta_{mh}^* - \frac{t_{a/2n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma_{mhL}^* \sqrt{\frac{n}{\lambda_{1-a/2n-1}^*}}, \gamma_{mhD} \right); \) (23)

Lower right corner: \((\delta_{mhR}, \gamma_{mhD}) = \left( \delta_{mh}^* + \frac{t_{a/2n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} \gamma_{mhL}^* \sqrt{\frac{n}{\lambda_{1-a/2n-1}^*}}, \gamma_{mhD} \right); \) (24)

Based on Chen et al. [4], the mathematical programming (MP) method is employed to find the upper confidence limit \(UQ_{pmh}^\) for \(Q_{pmh}\). The method takes \(Q_{pmh}\) as the objective function and the confidence region (CR) as the feasible solution region, as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
UQ_{pmh}^\ &= \text{Max } Q_{pmh}^\ \\
\text{s. t. } (\delta_{mh}, \gamma_{mh}) &\in \text{CR}.
\end{aligned}
\] (25)

Next, this study solves the upper confident limit, \(UQ_{pmh}^\), based on three case studies:

1. Case 1: \(\delta_{mhL} > 0\)

In Case 1, we can conclude that \(\delta_{mh}^* > 0\) and \(Q_{pmh}^\ = \left( 1 - \frac{\delta_{mhL}}{\gamma_{mh}^*} \right) \gamma_{mhL} + 1.5\); then, the MP model can be rewritten as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
UQ_{pmh}^\ &= \text{Max } \left( 1 - \frac{\delta_{mhL}}{\gamma_{mh}^*} \right) \gamma_{mhL} + 1.5 \\
\text{s. t. } (\delta_{mh}, \gamma_{mh}) &\in \text{CR}.
\end{aligned}
\] (26)

Equivalently, \(Q_{pmh}^* = \left( 1 - \frac{\delta_{mhL}^*}{\gamma_{mhL}^*} \right) \gamma_{mhL}^* \geq M_V\), and:

\[
M_V = \left( k' - 1.5 \right) \sqrt{\frac{n}{\lambda_{1-a/2n-1}^*}} - \frac{t_{a/2n-1}}{\sqrt{n}} + 1.5.
\] (28)

(2) Case 2: \(0 \in (\delta_{mhL}, \delta_{mhR})\)

In Case 2, we can conclude that \(\delta_{mh}^* = 0\) and \(Q_{pmh}^\ = 1/\gamma_{mh} + 1.5\); then, the MP model can be rewritten as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
UQ_{pmh}^\ &= \text{Max } 1/\gamma_{mh} + 1.5 \\
\text{s. t. } \gamma_{mhD} &\leq \gamma_{mh} \leq \gamma_{mhU}.
\end{aligned}
\] (30)
Obviously, when \((\delta_{mhV}, \gamma_{mh}) = (0, \gamma_{mhD})\), then the upper confidence limit \(UQ_{pmh}\) of index \(Q_{pmh}\) is received as follows:

\[
UQ_{pmh} = \frac{1}{\gamma_{mhD}} + 1.5 = \left( \frac{1}{\gamma_{mh0}^{*}} + \frac{t_a/4n-1}{\sqrt{n}} \right) \sqrt{\frac{\chi_{1-a/4n-1}^2}{n}} + 1.5.  \tag{31}
\]

Based on the value of \(k'\) and the minimum value \(M_V\) of quality characteristic \(h\), we have:

\[
\left( \frac{1}{\gamma_{mh0}^{*}} + \frac{t_a/4n-1}{\sqrt{n}} \right) \sqrt{\frac{\chi_{1-a/4n-1}^2}{n}} + 1.5 \geq k'.  \tag{32}
\]

Equivalently, \(Q_{pmh}^{*} = 1/\gamma_{mh0}^{*} \geq M_V\), and:

\[
M_V = (k' - 1.5) \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi_{1-a/4n-1}^2}} - \frac{t_a/4n-1}{\sqrt{n}} + 1.5.  \tag{33}
\]

(3) Case 3: \(\delta_{mhR} < 0\)

In this case, we can conclude that \(\delta_{mh} < 0\) and \(Q_{pmh} = (1 + \delta_{mh})/\gamma_{mh} + 1.5\); then, the MP model can be rewritten, as follows:

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
UQ_{pmh} = \text{Max} \left( 1 + \delta_{mh} \right) / \gamma_{mh} + 1.5 \\
\text{subject to} \\
\delta_{mhL} \leq \delta_{mh} \leq \delta_{mhR} \\
\gamma_{mhD} \leq \gamma_{mh} \leq \gamma_{mhU}
\end{array} \right.  \tag{34}
\]

Obviously, the maximum value occurs in the lower right-hand corner of the feasible solution region. Therefore, when \((\delta_{mhR}, \gamma_{mh}) = (\delta_{mhR'}, \gamma_{mhD'})\), then the upper confidence limit \(UQ_{pmh}\) of index \(Q_{pmh}\) is obtained, as follows:

\[
UQ_{pmh} = \frac{1 + \delta_{mhL}}{\gamma_{mhD}} + 1.5 = \left( \frac{1 + \delta_{mh0}^{*}}{\gamma_{mh0}^{*}} + \frac{t_a/4n-1}{\sqrt{n}} \right) \sqrt{\frac{\chi_{1-a/4n-1}^2}{n}} + 1.5.  \tag{35}
\]

Based on the value of \(k'\) and the minimum value \(M_V\) of quality characteristic \(h\), we have:

\[
\left( \frac{1 + \delta_{mh0}^{*}}{\gamma_{mh0}^{*}} + \frac{t_a/4n-1}{\sqrt{n}} \right) \sqrt{\frac{\chi_{1-a/4n-1}^2}{n}} + 1.5 \geq k'.  \tag{36}
\]

Equivalently, \(Q_{pmh}^{*} = (1 + \delta_{mh0}^{*})/\gamma_{mh0}^{*} + 1.5 \geq M_V\), and:

\[
M_V = (k' - 1.5) \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi_{1-a/4n-1}^2}} - \frac{t_a/4n-1}{\sqrt{n}} + 1.5.  \tag{37}
\]

Based on the above, the observed value of \(Q_{pmh}^{*}\) is:

\[
Q_{pmh0}^{*} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{1 - \delta_{mhL}}{\gamma_{mh0}} + 1.5, \delta_{mhL} > 0 \\
\frac{1}{\gamma_{mh0}} + 1.5, \delta_{mhL} \leq 0 \leq \delta_{mhR} \\
\frac{1 + \delta_{mhR}}{\gamma_{mh0}} + 1.5, \delta_{mhR} < 0
\end{array} \right.  \tag{38}
\]

The minimum value, \(M_V\), of quality characteristic \(h\) is:

\[
M_V = (k' - 1.5) \sqrt{\frac{n}{\chi_{1-a/4n-1}^2}} - \frac{t_a/4n-1}{\sqrt{n}} + 1.5.  \tag{39}
\]
As mentioned earlier, we assume that a total of \( s \) suppliers of a component will need to be evaluated and selected, and the component has a total of \( a \) quality characteristics. If the required quality level of the product reaches \( k \)-\textit{Sigma}, then it is calculated that the quality level of each important quality characteristic must reach \( k' \)-\textit{Sigma}, based on Equation (6). Thus, it can be ensured that the product reaches the target level of \( k \)-\textit{Sigma} quality. Then, the null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis can be defined, as follows:

\[
H_0: Q_{pmh} \geq k' \\
H_1: Q_{pmh} < k'.
\]

This study used a radar chart, with an \( a \) number of radar lines, to evaluate whether the standards of the five quality characteristics could reach the \( k' \)-\textit{Sigma} quality level. First, we added marks to the \( a \) radar lines at the position of \( M_V \) units away from the center of the circle, and connected these \( a \)-punctuated points to form a pentagonal radar chart control block. Based on the sample data and Equation (38), we calculated \( Q_{pmh0}^* \) of the \( s \) suppliers and marked them on the pentagonal radar chart with \( a = 5 \), as follows.

As can be observed from Figure 2, and based on Equations (38) and (39), the statistical testing rules can be stated with the following conditions:

![Figure 2. Quality evaluation radar chart for the multiple quality characteristics of suppliers' products.](image)

1. If \( Q_{pmh0}^* \geq M_V \), then do not reject \( H_0 \) and conclude that \( Q_{pmh} \geq k' \).
2. If \( Q_{pmh0}^* < M_V \), then reject \( H_0 \) and conclude that \( Q_{pmh} < k' \).

Obviously, when more quality characteristics reach the \( k' \)-\textit{Sigma} quality level, this means that the product of supplier \( m \) is of better quality. Based on this concept, the supplier evaluation index can be defined as follows:

\[
EI_m = \frac{\sum_{h=1}^{a} I_{mh}}{a},
\]

where:

\[
I_{mh} = \begin{cases} 
1, & Q_{pmh0}^* \geq M_V \\
0, & Q_{pmh0}^* < M_V 
\end{cases}.
\]

Apparently, when the observed values for all quality characteristics are greater than \( k' \), the evaluation index of supplier \( m \) can be depicted as \( EI_m = 1 \), showing that the component provided by supplier \( m \) reaches the quality level of \( k \)-\textit{Sigma}; therefore, the machine tool manufacturer should consider purchasing the component from that supplier. If the supply of the manufacturer whose quality level reaches \( k \)-\textit{Sigma} is insufficient, we can help another supplier whose partial quality characteristics do not meet the required quality level to improve their product quality and then form a partnership.
3. An Application Example

As mentioned earlier, the radar chart is a visual and practical graphical tool for analysis and management. Next, based on the above statistical testing rules, this study has established a radar quality evaluation chart to evaluate suppliers’ products with multiple quality characteristics. Using the evaluation results of the radar quality evaluation chart, several supplier selection rules were set. First, the minimum required value \( M_v \) was placed on each radar line. Meanwhile, all the values were connected to form a regular a-shaped quality-control block. Based on the statistical testing rules, when the point estimate of the indicator does not fall into the radar chart control block \( Q_{pmh0}^< M_v \), this means that the quality of quality characteristic \( h \) for supplier \( m \) does not reach the required quality level. As a result, improvements need to be made. When the point estimate of the indicator does not fall into the radar chart control block \( Q_{pmh0}^> M_v \), this means that the standard of quality characteristic \( h \) for supplier \( m \) meets the required quality level. Then, based on Equation (6), we can solve it for the value of \( k' \). After developing this model, the current study took a machine tool company in central Taiwan as an example, in which a bearing was a common, standardized, and important component that the company must purchase. As a result, improvements need to be made. When the point estimate of the indicator does not fall into the radar chart control block \( Q_{pmh0}^> M_v \), this means that the standard of quality characteristic \( h \) for supplier \( m \) meets the required quality level. Based on Equation (6), we can solve it for the value of \( k' \).

\[
k' = \Phi^{-1}\left\{ 1 - \frac{2 - \Phi(k - 1.5) - \Phi(k + 1.5)}{2a} \right\} + 1.5 = \Phi^{-1}\left\{ 1 - \frac{2 - \Phi(4.5) - \Phi(7.5)}{10} \right\} + 1.5 = 6.47
\]

Similarly, based on Equation (39), we solve it to establish the value of \( M_v \), as follows:

\[
M_v = (k' - 1.5) \sqrt{\frac{n}{\lambda} - \frac{t_{a/4,\alpha-1}}{\sqrt{n}}} + 1.5 = (6.47 - 1.5) \sqrt{\frac{25}{42.12} - \frac{2.70}{\sqrt{25}}} + 1.5 = 4.79.
\]

Based on the above, the radar chart with five radar lines evaluates whether the quality of the five quality characteristics could reach the 6-Sigma quality level. First, we punctuated the five radar lines at the position of 4.79 units away from the center of the circle \( (M_v = 4.79) \) and connected these five punctuated points to form a pentagonal radar chart control block. Based on the sample data and Equation (38), we calculated 5 \( Q_{pmh0}^* \) and the value of the supplier evaluation index of the three suppliers, and marked them on the pentagonal radar chart (Figures 3–5) as follows:

Supplier 1 \( (m = 1) \):
According to the sample data \( \{y_{1,1}, \ldots, y_{1,h,25}\} \) and Equations (18), (19) and (38), we calculated the values of \( \delta_{1h0}^*, \gamma_{1h0}^* \) and \( Q_{p1h0}^* \), \( h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \) as follows:

- Quality characteristic 1: \( \delta_{110}^* = 0.238, \gamma_{110}^* = 0.195, Q_{p110}^* = 5.41 \);
- Quality characteristic 2: \( \delta_{120}^* = 0.177, \gamma_{120}^* = 0.223, Q_{p120}^* = 5.19 \);
- Quality characteristic 3: \( \delta_{130}^* = 0.270, \gamma_{130}^* = 0.191, Q_{p130}^* = 5.32 \);
- Quality characteristic 4: \( \delta_{140}^* = 0.209, \gamma_{140}^* = 0.251, Q_{p140}^* = 4.65 \);
- Quality characteristic 5: \( \delta_{150}^* = 0.207, \gamma_{150}^* = 0.221, Q_{p150}^* = 5.09 \);

\[
EI_1 = (I_{11} + I_{12} + I_{13} + I_{14} + I_{15})/5 = (1 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 1)/5 = 4/5.
\]
Figure 3. The quality evaluation radar chart for the five quality characteristics of supplier 1.

Supplier 2 \((m = 2)\):

According to the sample data \(\left( y_{2,1}, \ldots, y_{2,h}, \ldots, y_{2,J25} \right)\) and Equations (18), (19), and (38), we calculated the values of \(\delta_{2h0}^\ast, \gamma_{20h}^\ast\), and \(Q_{p20h}^\ast\) \(h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5\), as follows:

Quality characteristic 1: \(\delta_{210}^\ast = 0.274, r_{210}^\ast = 0.162, Q_{p210}^\ast = 5.98;\)
Quality characteristic 2: \(\delta_{220}^\ast = 0.287, r_{220}^\ast = 0.158, Q_{p220}^\ast = 6.01;\)
Quality characteristic 3: \(\delta_{230}^\ast = 0.218, r_{230}^\ast = 0.179, Q_{p230}^\ast = 5.87;\)
Quality characteristic 4: \(\delta_{240}^\ast = 0.313, r_{240}^\ast = 0.152, Q_{p240}^\ast = 6.02;\)
Quality characteristic 5: \(\delta_{250}^\ast = 0.304, r_{250}^\ast = 0.155, Q_{p250}^\ast = 5.99;\)

\[ EI_2 = \frac{I_{21} + I_{22} + I_{23} + I_{24} + I_{25}}{5} = \frac{1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1}{5} = 1. \]

Figure 4. The quality evaluation radar chart for five quality characteristics of supplier 2.
Supplier 3 \( (m = 3) \):

According to the sample data \( \{y_{3h,1}, \ldots, y_{3h,j}, \ldots, y_{3h,25}\} \) and Equations (18), (19), and (38), we calculated the values of \( \delta_{3h}^*, r_{3h}^* \) and \( Q_{3h}^* \), \( h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \) as follows:

- Quality characteristic 1: \( \delta_{310}^* = 0.191, r_{310}^* = 0.221, Q_{p310}^* = 5.16 \);
- Quality characteristic 2: \( \delta_{320}^* = 0.218, r_{320}^* = 0.253, Q_{p320}^* = 4.59 \);
- Quality characteristic 3: \( \delta_{330}^* = 0.277, r_{330}^* = 0.164, Q_{p330}^* = 5.91 \);
- Quality characteristic 4: \( \delta_{340}^* = 0.208, r_{340}^* = 0.253, Q_{p340}^* = 4.63 \);
- Quality characteristic 5: \( \delta_{350}^* = 0.283, r_{350}^* = 0.166, Q_{p350}^* = 5.82 \);

\[
EI_3 = (I_{31} + I_{32} + I_{33} + I_{34} + I_{35})/5 = (1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 1)/5 = 3/5.
\]

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** The quality evaluation radar chart for the five quality characteristics of supplier 3.

### 4. Results

Based on the quality evaluation radar chart and according to the evaluation data of the above three suppliers, we carried out the quality evaluation and analysis of the suppliers’ products and calculated the supplier evaluation index values of the three suppliers, as follows:

**Supplier 1:**

Only \( Q_{p14}^* = 4.65 \) of Supplier 1 falls into the radar chart control block, which means that the quality of this quality characteristic has not reached the 6.47-Sigma quality level and must be improved. Since the index observation value of the only quality characteristic falls into the radar chart control block, the supplier evaluation index is \( EI_1 = 4/5 \).

**Supplier 2:**

The index observation values of all the quality characteristics of Supplier 2 do not fall into the radar chart control block, which means that the quality of all quality characteristics has reached the 6.47-Sigma quality level, and the supplier evaluation index is \( EI_2 = 1 \).

**Supplier 3:**

The values \( Q_{p32}^* = 4.59 \) and \( Q_{p34}^* = 4.63 \) of the supplier fall into the radar chart control block, which means that the quality of these two quality characteristics does not reach the 6.502-Sigma quality level and must be improved. The index observation values of the two quality characteristics fall into the radar chart control block; therefore, the supplier evaluation index is \( EI_3 = 3/5 \).
Based on the above, Supplier 2 was selected as the supplier since all quality characteristics meet the quality requirements. In terms of the quality of Supplier 1’s product, only quality characteristic 4 does not meet the requirements. The machine tool manufacturer can further assist Supplier 1 in improving quality characteristic 4 and can build a supplier partnership with Supplier 1. In this way, the machine tool manufacturer can have two suppliers to ensure the quality and quantity of supply. As the suppliers of all the components that make up a machine tool ensure the quality and quantity of the supply, the quality level of the entire machine tool industry chain is ensured.

5. Discussion

A quality-based supplier selection model that is based on the circular economy approach can help the entire machine-tool industry chain to enhance process quality, as well as lower process losses and carbon emissions. These aims are individually discussed below, in terms of (1) suppliers, (2) the machining manufacturers who purchase the machine tools, and (3) the machine tool manufacturers themselves, in the industry chain.

(1) Suppliers

The quality evaluation radar chart above for supplier selection can identify the quality level of all the quality characteristics of the products that are produced by the company’s suppliers. Suppliers can make process improvements to improve the quality characteristics of products with poor quality levels, to enhance product quality levels overall [50]. When the process quality of the supplier is raised from $3\text{-}\sigma$ to $6\text{-}\sigma$, the defect rate drops from 6.6811% to 0.0003%; the difference between these two numbers is 6.6808%. That is to say, for every 100,000 products produced, there will be 6681 fewer reworked or scrapped products. The carbon emissions of each reworked or scrapped product are multiplied by that percentage so that the number of saved carbon emissions can be converted and calculated. In addition to lessening carbon emissions, this process can lower the cost of loss caused by reworking or scrappage and increase the value of the product [23,28].

(2) Machining manufacturers who purchase machine tools

The machining manufacturers who purchase machine tools adopt the quality evaluation radar chart to control the quality of the processed products because of the resulting improvement of the quality and product reliability of the machine tool produced. This application can help the machining manufacturers (customers) that purchase the machine tools to carry out an evaluation and analysis of process capability to improve the processes in terms of the quality characteristics found with insufficient process quality, find out the best machine parameter settings, formulate a more suitable machine repair and maintenance system, and reduce environmental pollution and the carbon dioxide emissions caused by scrappage and rework. The calculation of carbon emissions is similar to the way in which the suppliers calculate their company’s carbon emissions. More importantly, it can help machining manufacturers to enhance their product value and industrial competitiveness, due to an improvement in their product process capabilities [5].

(3) Machine tool manufacturers

When the quality levels of all components that comprise machine tools are enhanced, the availability and product reliability of the resulting machine tools can be improved as well. In addition to increasing the product life, the amount of maintenance after purchase can be lowered, thereby reducing the cost of losses in terms of maintenance and carbon dioxide emissions. The process costs include labor, transportation, materials, and other costs for repairs. The carbon footprint of a company during the repair process is also affected by transportation and the replacement materials. In addition, the machine tool industry can collect all the available improvement information of the machining manufacturers who purchase the machine tools to create a knowledge base of improvement, as well as to analyze the feedback information. If a problem occurs due to the poor design of particular machine tools, then the design of the next generation of those machine tools can be improved. However, if the problem is caused by the poor quality of some important
In the machine-tool industry chain, machine tool manufacturers receive orders and then design the machine tools according to customized requirements. As mentioned, due to this specialization of production, most of the components comprising a machine tool are purchased from other suppliers. Therefore, the quality of these components needs to be carefully evaluated to ensure the quality of the final product [6–10]. It is common for customers to send their own engineers to the machining manufacturers’ factories to observe and evaluate the relevant manufacturing and quality control processes before placing their orders. For example, many machining manufacturers in Taiwan have undergone this supplier evaluation to obtain orders from well-known international manufacturers and machine tool makers. The quality-based supplier selection model proposed in this paper is well-matched to such a business model. Its advantages can be listed as follows:

1. Statistical testing is performed through the upper confidence limit of the index, which can reduce the probability of a misjudgment caused by a sampling error [29,36–38].
2. The quality evaluation radar chart offers a quality evaluation method for products with multiple quality characteristics and a selection tool for suppliers. It allows machine-tool manufacturers and suppliers to evaluate the standard of all quality characteristics at the same time and make process improvements in quality characteristics with poor quality levels [39,40].
3. When directly comparing the estimated value of the index with the minimum value, \( M_V \) is employed to determine whether the quality level meets the requirements, which is more in line with its practical use [35].

6. Conclusions and Limitations

In the environment of Industry 4.0, enterprises should promote smart manufacturing and innovation management. From this premise, this study proposed a supplier quality evaluation and analysis model based on the circular economy approach, developed a supplier evaluation index based on the subsequent evaluation results and set out the evaluation rules. Through this model, we can form partnerships with cooperative suppliers and help suppliers to improve their process quality, in order to ensure the final product quality of machine tools. As stated above, using the approach of the circular economy, improving product quality can diminish the cost of losses caused by reworking, scrappage, and maintenance, reduce carbon emissions, and decrease environmental pollution, which is beneficial to achieving sustainable operation in the entire machine-tool industry chain. Meanwhile, this improvement can also ensure the sustainable development of the environment. We examined the evaluation and analysis model proposed by this study and listed its advantages as follows:

1. The radar quality evaluation chart assessing a supplier’s product with multiple quality characteristics was used to evaluate the standard for each quality characteristic of the supplier’s product. At a glance, we can see whether each index observation value falls into the radar chart control block and, thence, we can determine whether to carry out improvements.
2. The basis of this evaluation is to perform statistical testing using the upper confidence limit of the index, which can control the risk of rejecting otherwise excellent suppliers (producers).
3. It is possible to directly judge whether the quality for each quality characteristic has reached the required standard by comparing the point estimate of the index with \( M_V \), so that the opportunity for improvement can be grasped.
4. The value of \( M_V \) was derived from the upper confidence limit and the required value of the index, which can lower the risk of misjudgments resulting from sampling error.
5. According to the evaluation results of the radar quality evaluation charts of suppliers’ products that display multiple quality characteristics, supplier evaluation indicators and selection rules were set that can help the cooperating suppliers to improve their
product quality and form partnerships to ensure the quality of the final product, the machine tools.

As stated above, the proposed supplier evaluation model is ideal for resident inspectors to evaluate their suppliers. Orders will be placed only when the suppliers under consideration meet the quality requirements. However, if we were to apply the supplier selection model in this paper to a business model different from the one described above, it would probably function in much the same way as a supplier selection model that only focuses on the value of the product quality index; the functions, described above, that can help improve the machine tool industry chain cannot be achieved. In addition, if the process distribution is not in a normal distribution, there is a relatively large error in the statistical tests. This issue could, therefore, be a focus of future research.
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